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Environmental friendly signifies the acceptance
to the ways in our daily life activities for
Sustainable development also benefit us
individually. Directly it means to practice the
stuff that are not being environmentally harmful.
It not only help us to save our Earth land but
also help us to enhance a positive cum healthy
livelihood. You may have heard about
accepting Ayurveda during covid lockdown,
however that period had helped a lot by
teaching about Saving Us by Saving Earth i.e.,
through Practicing eco-friendly habits. If you still
aren't wake up, then it is the call to save you
and your future generation from facing
hazardous disaster.

All of you can simply start by saying NO TO
PLASTIC: Use home-based cloth bag while
shopping, see the ECO-FRIENDLY LABELLED
marked on the products you are going to buy.
Believe or not that will cost you the lifesaving
offer. It includes the solution of every budget
issue by being POCKET FRIENDLY for every
one out there. so, here is the bonus point-
RESOLVE  YOUR FINANCIAL CRISIS.

SUPPORT REGENERATIVE FARMS AND
FOOD FORESTS which provides for a number
of environment and wealth benefits. By
eliminating toxics and focus on revitalizing soils,
increase water infiltration and biodiversity
activity, producing food rich in nutrients and
vitamins.

BRING GREEN LIFE CLOSE TO YOU AND
SURROUNDING- you can also enhance your
mental health as well because greenery leads
to calm, meditative mind and activities, the
major problem of today's world can be
replenished by stepping into green world with
other benefits like fresh healthy air.

Fit water saving SEWAGE system not only
makes you look smarter already, learn and
improve recycling methods. Hence, by being
eco-friendly you are not burdening up anyone
or yourself, although you are enriching your
way of life apart from all the chaos. Choice is all
yours either grab this buy one get wholesome
offer or indebted yourself with a lifetime loan
which is going to cost you more than your life 

Conclusion: kindly be EARTH FRIENDLY by
practicing recycling, going paperless, shop
local, stop wasting stuff, invest in energy
efficient bulb and become the precious member
of a step towards innovation.

Eco-Friendly
Habits for

Your Home

1. Start Recycling
2. Reduce Water Waste
3. Ditch Plastic Storage Containers
4. Use Canvas Bags Instead of Plastic
5. Swap Paper Towels for Rags
6. Start a Compost Pile
7. Invest in Energy-Efficient Light Bulbs
8. Use Natural Cleaning Products
9. Ditch the Pod-Based Coffee
10. Get Some Plants
11. Buy a Water Filter
12. Pay Your Bills Online
13. Line Dry Your Clothing
14. Reduce Oven Use
15. Scour Your Home for Energy Drains


